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1. INTR~DL~CTI~N 
In the recent construction of the Friendly Giant sporadic finite simple 
group by Griess 19 J, properties of the Leech lattice % [ 10, 1 1 ] and its 
automorphism group a0 [3] play an important role. IIere we give a new 
treatment of Y and .O in terms of the root lattice r of type E, and its Weyl 
group. The Leech lattice is defined in a very simple way as a sublattice of 1-‘3 
containing 2ZT3 (Th eorem 2.2). A maximal 2-local subgroup N of .O 
permutes the factors r (Section 3), and in Section 4 we describe an extra 
automorphism a in . 0, which together with N generates .O (Proposition 6.6). 
In Sections 5 and 6 WC study our construction in terms of a concrctc 
orthonormal basis, and we recover familiar material, such as the standard 
description of Y and Turyn’s description (cf. [ 14, p. 5881) of the binary 
Golay code. Using our extra automorphism n we obtain an “extra 
automorphism” in Mz4 which complements Curtis’s treatment of M,, 171. 
Our construction of the Leech lattice using three E,-lattices was originally 
motivated by the occurence of the three &,,‘s in [ 131, as well as by Turyn’s 
description of the binary Golay code. Later we learned of Tits’s work 
[18, 191. which includes what amounts to the same construction of the 
Leech lattice from a different viewpoint. We hope that our treatment proves 
useful. 
We frequently use the standard notation and terminology of finite group 
theory (cf. ]8]), and we refer to the standard works on the Leech lattice and 
the Conway group, especially [3- -51. See also [ 12, 14. 16, 17 J. We have tried 
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to make the paper easily accessible to non-experts in finite group theory, by 
including more than the usual amount of detail. 
For other recent constructions of the Leech lattice, see 16 1 and its 
bibliography. 
2. A CONSTRUCTION OF THE LEECH LATTICE 
Here we introduce a natural approach to even unimodular lattices based 
on maximal totally singular subspaces for suitable quadratic forms. We use 
this to present the Leech lattice in a very simple way. 
A lattice L in real Euclidean space 1?” is a rank n subgroup containing an 
R-basis of IH”. We say that L is even if lixl12 E 22 for all x E L, and that L 
is unimodular if for any Z-basis (x, ,..., x”} of L, j det(x, . x~)~,~= ,...., ,,( = 1. 
(The symbols lix(12 and x . y have the standard meanings.) If L is even, then 
x. y E Z for all x, y E L. 
Notation. Throughout this paper, f denotes the unique (up to isometry) 
even unimodular lattice in R’. Recall that I- is the root lattice of E,, with the 
roots normalized so as to have square length 2 (see, e.g., [ 15 1 or Section 5 
below). 
Let S be a vector space over the 2-element field T2. Let Q: S + IF, be a 
quadratic form on S; that is, the “associated form” 
B(x, Y) = Q(x + Y> + Q(x) + Q(Y) 
is bilinear (see, e.g., 121 for a treatment of quadratic forms in charac- 
teristic 2). A subspace T is totally singular if Q(r) = 0. Suppose that S is 
finite-dimensional and that Q is nonsingular (i.e., B is nonsingular). Then 
dim S is even; all maximal totally singular subspaces have the same 
dimension, equal to the index of Q; and the index is either ;dim S or 
fdim S - 1. In th e f ormer case, Q has maximal index. 
For an even unimodular lattice L, let 
L + L := L/2L, 
x k-+ k. 
denote the canonical map. Also write a +-t a for the canonical map Z --+ Fz. 
Consider the functions 
q(x) = fllxll’: L --t a 
and 
qx, y) =x . y: L x L + 7. 
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Then the formula 
defines a quadratic form q on the IF,-vector space L with associated bilinear 
form given by 
b(% Jl = b(x, Y) (4 Y E L). 
The form S is nonsingular because of the unimodularity of L. If 4 has 
maximal index, then the maximal totally singular subspaces of L give rise to 
new even unimodular lattices, as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let L be an even unimodular lattice, with 4 (see 
above) of maximal index, and let M be a lattice such that 
2LcMcL. 
Then the lattice 2-‘~2M is even unimodular if and only if I@ is a maximal 
totally singular subspace of 1. 
ProoJ Clearly, 2-“‘M is even if and only if L is totally singular, and 
2-“2M is unimodular if and only if dim li;i = $dim 1. 1 
For our 8-dimensional even unimodular lattice 7, the form S is in fact of 
maximal index (see, e.g., 11, p. 228 1 or Section 5 below). Consider an 
arbitrary decomposition of r as the direct sum of two maximal totally 
singular (4-dimensional) subspaces. This amounts to choosing two lattices 
@, Y between 2r and r such that 
Qj+!P=r, 
@n Y= 2r, 
llx~12 E 42 for x E @U Y. 
The decomposition of r is then 
Let rc,,, rc2,, r,,, be three copies of r in three copies of P*, and form the 
orthogonal direct sum 
in .Hz4. Then r3 is a 24-dimensional even unimodular lattice. Identify r” with 
r,,, 0 r,,, 0 r(3), and write it as p. Then for x,, yi E rci,, 
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&q) = q(kJ, 
b(C.q, Cji) = CF((li, ji). 
Remarks. (1) If A, ,...~ AL are pairwise orthogonal (with respect to 6) 
totally singular subspaces of r’, then their sum Z4, (not necessarily direct) 
is clearly a totally singular subspace of F’. 
(2) Since 5” c ? is a 12.dimensional totally singular subspace. the 
form S on p has maximal index, and 8’ is maximal totally singular (as is 
ul”). We shall presently construct a more interesting “twisted” maximal 
totally singular subspace of p. 
Notation. For a Z-submodule A of f, set 
A cIz)= {(a,a,0):aEA)cr3, 
and analogously for A(,,, and Ao,, . Also set A(,,,, = ((4, a, a) 1 a E A}. For 
a subspace 0 of I’, set 
0 (,2,={(e,e,0)jeEO)c~3, 
and analogously for Of13), OCz3), and O(,,,,. Note that AC,2, = A,,,,, etc., the 
bar always denoting the canonical map r -+ T or T3 -+ r”. 
DEFINITION. Set 
p = @c,r, %, @(I’, 0 Y(,23)? 
a lattice in f’. (Note that the sum is indeed direct.) 
THEOREM 2.2. The 24dimensional lattice 2-lf2Y is even unimodular, 
with no vectors of square length 2. We have 
and the space 
1.7/ = (p (12) @ %3) 0 c23, 
={(a,+b,a,+b,a,+b)~a,E6,b~~,a,+a,+a,=O} 
is a (12-dimensional) maximal totally singular subspace of F”. Moreover. 
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Proof: From the definition, Y c r’. and the fact that Cp f7 Y= 2r 
implies that 2f3 c .i”. We have 
the sum being clearly direct. The three 4-dimensional components of .p are 
pairwise orthogonal totally singular subspaces of p, and so J? is a totally 
singular subspace, by the above remark. Since 2 is 12-dimensional, it is 
maximal totally singular, and Proposition 2.1 now implies that 2 -“‘Y’ is an 
even unimodular lattice. The other expression for 2 is clear, as is the 
expression for 9. (Recall that 2r” c Y.) 
All that remains is to show that 2 -“‘lk; has no vectors of square length 2, 
or equivalently, that 9 has no vectors of square length 4. 
Assume that 
I/X, + Yl12 + 11x2 + Al2 + /IX3 + Yll’ = 4 
for vectors xi E @, y E Y such that x, t x2 t x, E 2r. Then one of the 
summands must be zero since they are all even. Say xj + y = 0, which 
implies that y E @n Y= 2r. Then (ix, t y/I2 and 1(x2 t yJj2 are multiples of 
4, so one of them is zero; say, x2 + y = 0. But then x, - 2y = 
x, t x2 + x3 E 2r implies that x, E 2f, so (Ix, + ~(1’ is a multiple of 8, and 
we have a contradiction. I 
By Conway’s characterization of the Leech lattice (41, we have 
COROLLARY 2.3. The lattice 2- “‘Y is isometric to the Leech lattice. I 
We shall give another proof of Corollary 2.3 in Section 6, by identifying 
our construction of the Leech lattice with the standard one. 
Invoking the isometry of all even unimodular lattices in IRR, and applying 
Proposition 2.1, we note 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The lattices 2 - ‘I2 @ and 2 - ‘I2 !P are isometric to r. In 
particular, ~cD( Iz,, i@(,,, , and 6 - ‘I2 !P(,,,, are isometric to r, and Y is the 
(nonorthogonal) direct sum of three lattices isometric to multiples of r. 1 
3. A ~-LOCAL SUBGROUP OF .O 
Following Conway’s notation, we define 
. 0 = ( g E O(24, R) ( gY = Y}, 
the group of automorphisms of Y. In this section we first define and describe 
the structure of a certain 2-local subgroup N of .O associated naturally with 
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our definition of .Y. We then show how .Y can be viewed as a submodule of 
an induced module. 
Let W denote the automorphism group of I: Each w E W preserves 2P 
and hence induces W: r-, T in 
O(q) = ( g E GL(F) I @g-i) = q(y) for all y E r). 
Correspondingly, we have an exact sequence 
l-(-I)+ w-*o(q)-tl 
and W is isomorphic to the Weyl group of type E, (see, e.g., ( 11). Set 
P= \wE WIw@=@!, 
M=(wEP\wY=Y\, 
The following lemma, describing P, follows easily from the above exact 
sequence. (For part (c), see Proposition 6.1(c) below.) 
LEMMA 3.1. We hate 
(a) P=UM, Ua P, unM=(-1), 
(b) M/(-l) = GL(4,2), 
(c) u-2:‘6 is an extraspecial group, 
(d) for all u E U and y E Y, uy E y $ @. 1 
For i = 1, 2, 3, denote by c the real (8-dimensional) span of Tci,. Let 
ET, E 0(24, ?) be the involution with -1.eigenspace q. Then cp, F . 0. 
Define A = (E,~) i = 1, 2, 3), N = N.,(A) and C = C.,(A). Then N 1s the 
subgroup which permutes the spaces G and C is the subgroup which 
preserves each of these spaces. 
Let 
M c123j = {(m, m, m) I m E M) < M x M x M < 0(24, p). 
In general, (g, , g,, gJ E 0(8, V)’ acts on (x, , x2, x3) E fir @ PI @ flj by 
(g,, g29 &)(x,‘x*,xd= (g,x,, g,x,, &X3). 
Finally. let u, r E 0(24, R) be the transformations 
0: (x9 y, 2) - (z, x, Y), 
5: (XT y, z) - (x, z, Y) for X,JJ,ZE HX 
and consider the group C, = (a, 7). The group N has the following structure: 
481!77,‘2-I5 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. We haue 
(a) O,(C) = ((*u, *tu, f l), (+u, * 1, fu) 1 24 E U), a special group of 
order 2,’ and center A, 
@I C= O,(CWu,,,v O,(C)nM,,,,, = C--1), 
(cl N= 02ww(**3, x c3>, 
(d) O,(C)/A N V, @ V, as an MC,,,, x Z,-module, where V, ‘5 Z//(-l) 
and V, is the 2-dimensional natural Z, = GL(2,2)-module, 
(4 Mc123) = Clv(~3). 
ProoJ For i = 1, 2, 3, let 
p,: 0(8, R)” + 0(8, R), 
(gl, gZ7 g31tt gi 
be the ith projection. We shall show that p3(C) = P. First, using 
Lemma 3.1(d) and the fact that 2r’ cli//, we see that 
M (123) and ((fu,fu,fl),(fu,fl,fu)(uEU)cC, 
and so p’(C) 2 P. Conversely, assume that g = (g,, g,, g3) preserves 
. . 
9 = @(,2, + @(,3, + !P,,23,. The condmons g@(,,, c 9, g@(,,, c Y’: and 
g!P(,,,, CY are equivalent to the following equations: 
For all x,, x2 E @, y E !P there exist xi E @, fl E !P such that 
(1) g,x, =x1 +x2 + $3 (2) g,x, =x1 + Y', (3) 0=x2 fy’, 
(4) g,x, = x3 + x4 + y2, (5) 0 = x3 + y*, (6) g3x2 = x4 + y’, 
(7) g,y=x5+x6+y3, (8) g2y=x5+y3, (9) g3y=x6+y3. 
Equations (l), (3), (4), (5) give g,x, =x’, g,x, =x4, y’ = -x2 E @n !P = 
2r and y2 = -x3 E 2f. Thus g, @ = @, g,@ = 0, and from (6), g, @ = @. 
Since (7). (8), (9) show g, !P c r, i = 1,2,3, we have g,T = g, @ + gi Y c r, 
so that gi E P. 
Let R be the kernel of p3 and assume that g = (g, , g,, 1) E R. Then (4) 
and (6) give g,x, =x3 +x2 E x2 + 2r, so (1) and (2) give g,x, = 
g,x, -x’ E x, + 2r and thus g,, g, E U. By the above, the map pz : R + U 
is surjective. Let S be its kernel, g = (g,, 1, 1) E S. Then (7), (8), (9) give 
x6=y--‘E@nY=22randg,y=g2y+x6Ey+2r,sog,induces 1 on 
r; hence g, = f 1. This proves (a) and (b) since GL(4,2) is nonabelian 
simple. 
If n E N, n permutes the spaces e, so there is a 71 E C, such that n E CAL. 
Smce clearly M(,,,, and Z, commute, this gives (c). Finally, (d), (e) now 
follow easily from (a), (b), and (c). 1 
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Let N, = C,,,(sp,) = C(r) and consider x: N, + P, g I--+ glfl . We regard RX 
as an N,-module under n. Then iR24 is isomorphic to Ind$?‘) as an N- 
module by (x, y, z) ++ x + ay + 0’2. Similarly Ind$OT- f3 and Ind&T- T’. 
As an No-module, T clearly has an invariant subspace &. Therefore 
Ind& 3 N 5” is an N-submodule of F3. Since U acts trivially on 6 (resp., 
F/G), the action group on &-’ (resp., p/s’) is N/O,(C) N GL(4,2) x C,. 
These modules are isomorphic to the tensor products of the GL(4, 2)- -- 
modules 8 (resp., T’/@) with the permutation module of Z,. Decomposing 
the permutation module, we obtain the N-submodules T;, 1 ,< i < 4: 
- - 
T, = s-’ + r,,,, + r(u), dim7.z T, = 20, 
T, = *-’ + J;(123j, dimF2 T, = 16, 
- 
dim,> T, = 8, 
dim, 2 T, = 4. 
Relative to 6 we have T, = Ti and T, = T$. Since T, , @/T3, T, is”, and 
I”/T, are all isomorphic to tensor products of irreducible GL(4,2)- and Z,- 
modules, they are irreducible N-subquotients, and 0 c T, c 6’ c T, c F3 is 
a composition series. We have the diagram of N-submodules 
-3 I- 
/ 
\ 
T, 
iT2\ / 
.P s3 
\/ 
TX \ 
\ /T4 
0 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The only maximul totally singular N-submodules of? 
are c&-’ and 2. 
Proof Let T be a maximal totally singular N-submodule of I”. Consider 
T’ = (Tn T,) + T4. Since 8 < dimFIT’ < 16, and T,/T4 has two 8- 
dimensional composition factors, we have either T’ = 6’ or T,/T, = 
&‘/T, @ T’/T,. In the latter case O,(C) would have to act trivially on 
T1/T4. But if we pick u E U, y E p such that uy # y, then (u. U, 1) E Oz(C), 
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(y, y, 0) E T, and (u, u, l)(u, y, 0) @ (v, y, 0) + T4, so we have T’ = 6”. 
Since T, and T., are the only nonzero proper submodules of s3, we must 
have TX T3: so TC T: = T2. -- 
However, s3/T3 ‘v 6 and p/T, N r/Q as N/O,(C) C, n. GL(4, 2)- 
modules, and these are contragredient under 6, and hence nonisomorphic. 
Thus 2 and 6’ are the only N-modules strictly between T, and T3. 1 
Remark. A similar analysis shows that we have found all the N- 
submodules of p. 
COROLLARY 3.4. We have that c1 is the only maximal totally singular 
N-submodule of Ind~O~- p not induced from an N, -submodule of i; 1 
Remark. The above shows that in principle, one can obtain .Y from the 
group N and a natural N-module F3. 
4. AN EXTRA AUTOMORPHISM 
We now find an element a E . O\N, thus showing that N is a proper 
subgroup of .O. We need the following 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a linear automorphism t: R” + 13’ such that 
(1) ,/&0(8,R)( i.e., tx . ty = 4x . y for all x, y E r?‘), 
(2) t@=l-; 
(3) t(2f-) = @. 
ProoJ Since @ is isometric to fir, there exists t, E 2 “2O(8F R) such 
that t, @ =r. Then t,(2@) = 2IY so that 2rc t1(21’) CT, with t,(2r) a 
maximal totally singular subspace of r (Proposition 2.1). To obtain t, we 
may premultiply t, by a suitable element of W (all maximal totally singular 
subspaces of r being O(+onjugate). fl 
Let t be as in the lemma. Let Q: T-, F be the projection relative to 
i= 5 @ !?? Define o: i+ r by 
- 
co@ + Jq = 2ty + 7rrptx, 
where x E 8, JE 9. This is well defined since 2t2r = 0 = n,t2I’. Then 
w& = F, OF = 6, and o E O(q): 
cg(o(X + y)) = q(2ty + n,tx) = 6((21y, 7+-tx) 
~ ~ 
Let s E W such that S= w. 
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We now define 
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a(x, y, z) = (sx, [(Y + z)v f(Y - 2)) 
for all x, y, 2 E RR. 
THEOREM 4.2. We hate a E C. ,(cr,)\N,. 
Proof: Clearly a commutes with en, and a 65 N, so it is enough to show 
that a E + 0. We have 
u(x,,J~,,z,).u(x,,Y*,z,) 
= (sx,, [(Y, + z1), [(Y, -z,)) . (SX2,4Y* f z*h f(Y2 - z2)) 
= sx, . 5x* + t(y1 t ZJ * t(y* + z*) + I(Y, - 2,) * t(y, - z2) 
=x I . x2 + $<Y, + 2,) * (Yz -i- z*) f f(Yl -z,) * (Y2 - z*> 
=x, * x2 + Y, . Y2 + ZI . z2 
so u E 0(24, R). We must show that uY = 9. Let x E @, y E K Then 
u(x, x, 0) = (sx, 1x, tx) 
=(sx,sx,sx)+(O,fx-sx,tx-sx)E Y/(,2,, t @,23,c2 
_ - 
since tx--sx=tx---Y=E-z7lrpGE 8. Also 
u(x, 0, x) = (sx, tx, 4x) 
= (sx, sx, sx) + (0, IX - sx, tx - sx) + (0, 0, -2tx) 
c yI/(,23,, @(23) + 21;3, = ;/’ 
and finally 
a( Y, Y, Y) = (SJ’, 24’3 0) 
= (SJ',SJ',o) + (0, 2fy - SJ’, 0) 
E @(I,, + 2r,,, c LP 
since G = G - wJ= 0. So aY = P, completing the proof. m 
5. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTIONS FOR r' 
We now construct lattices f, @, Y and maps t, s explicitly, in terms of an 
orthonormal basis, so as to have the above properties. 
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For II> 0, set 
l-“:= (XEI-Ix*x=n). 
We say that x, y E r are equivalent if X= 7. The following well-known 
lemma (cf. [41) d escribes the equivalence classes in E 
LEMMA 5.1. (a) We have 
r=r,vr*vr, (disjoint union). 
(b) Each equivalence class in r, is of the form (kx}. 
(c) Each equivalence class in r., consists of eight orthogonal ejectors 
(comprising a r-coordinate frame) and their negatkes. 
ProoJ Let x, y E I’, I/x11’, (( y()* < 4, x f &y, and ff= J. Then replacing y 
by -y if necessary, we may assume x. y > 0. Thus 
8 < 11-x  yJI* = (IxI(* - 2x e Y + IIYII* < 8 
gives llxll* = IIyl(* = 4 and x. y= 0, proving (b), disjointness in (a), and 
part of (c). Now by the even unimodularity of I’, 
B,.(Z) = 2 p-, Ienin 
n=o 
is a modular form of weight 4 for PSL(2, E), and so 
e,(z) = 1 + 240 2 (x d’) e2nikz 
k=l dlk 
(cf. [ 15 I). Thus r2 has 240 elements (the roots of E,) and 
1 r, I= 240( 1 3 + 23), so that we get 
28~j~ou~~ur4~~1+240/2t240~9/16=2R. 
The rest of (a) and (c) follows. 1 
Using r-coordinate frames, we now recover the familiar description of r. 
(Again cf. [4].) 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let (uijicR, Q an g-element index set, be a I- 
coordinate frame. For each i E 0, ser ei = fvi, and for S c Q, sel 
e, = rieS e,. Then after a possible sign-change of one of the eys, 
r = (ei f ej, fe, I i, j E Q). 
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Proof: Note that (e,}iEll is an orthonormal basis of IR*. Let 
D = (ei + ej / i, j E Q), 
a lattice isomorphic to the root lattice of D,. Since 2ei - 2e.i E 2Z for all i, 
jE Q, we have e, - ej E Z, and since also 2e, E Z, we have D CT. Rut 
r . rc 7, SO that 
rc (x E IRE lx . D c L i = D + (ei, je,,), 
for any fixed i E R. Since Z is unimodular, I‘# D, and since I’ is even, 
ei @G Z, and so D + Zie, or Z = D + Z(-ei + ie,,), as desired. 1 
Remark. We have established the well-known uniqueness of even 
unimodular lattices in eight dimensions. 
Since 2Zc @, a Z-coordinate frame is either contained in Qi or disjoint 
from @, and since @ is isometric to fiZ’, there are vectors of square length 
4 in @. We may thus fix a Z-coordinate frame ~~~~~~~~ in @. We use the 
notation of Proposition 5.2. Let 
I = (ei ( i E LI), 
-: I-, 2”, I: \’ xiei e {if Q 1 xi E 1 + 27 }, 
iZ 
so that ^ identifies I/21 with 2’, where 2” is an rr,-space under symmetric 
difference. Let E(Q) = {S c Q 1 1 SI E 22 ). Then as is well-known, the 
mapping 
is a quadratic form on E(a) with radical (Q). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. One can select an orthonormal basis (ei ( i E Q} of IF:” 
such that 
where g, = 6 and gT = (Yn I)*, and g,/(Q) and ‘;“z/(O) are 
complementary maximal totally singular subspaces of E(R)/(R). 
ProoJ: Since 2e, = vi E @, @ II 21, and since 4p . @ c 2L, we have @ c 2. 
So @ has the above description with V, = &. If S E V, , then e, E @, so that 
jSI = /e,11’ E 42, and since I@ : 2Zl= I@ : 2Zl= 24, we see that ‘g,/(Q) is 
maximal totally singular. 
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We have @ + Y= ru! I, so that there exists x E y\I, and by Lemma 5.1, 
we can take x of square length 4. Then x has one coordinate 5: and the 
others k-f. Changing an even number of signs of the ei, which does not affect 
the description of r and @, we may assume that x = -2ej + je,, for some 
j E R (since ei + ie,, @ I). Because Y 3 2r~ 20, we have -2ei + +e, E Y 
for all i E Q. Let U;; = ( YY~ I)^. Then, since 2/= 20 + 2Ze, for any fixed 
i E 0, each T E Vz is represented by either er or eT + 2e, in Y. Hence 
I TI = ]ler]12 = ]]e, + 2e,]/’ = 0 (mod 4). But since !I’. (-2ej + $eo) c 22, we 
have e, E Y. Note also that 2ei G Y. Now e,, E 2r c Y, and so J2 E gI. 
Hence 
and contains 2e, - 2e, and 2e, + 2ej = (2ei - +e,) + (2e, - ie,) + e,, so 
that we generate 20 = Yn 21 and thus all of Y. Now 
jGgI=lYnl: Yf--1211=+IY:2201=2~, 
so that gz/(Q) . IS maximal totally singular, and 
~+~=(~+(Yn~))^=d=E(n) 
shows that g,/(a) and %$/&I) are complementary, as required. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.4. (a) We have Sym(Q) r O(q):). 
(b) All pairs (q , %?I) of subspaces of E(R) such that (0) = q n % 
and %</(a> are (complementary) maximal totally singular are conjugate 
under Sym(0). 
Proof Each permutation induces an orthogonal transformation of 
(E(f2)/(0), qE), so there is an induced homomorphism j: Sym(0) + O(qE) 
which is clearly injective. Under j, the transposition (pq) goes to the 
orthogonal transvection 
in O(q,:), where b,(A, B) = I A n B ] + 21 is the bilinear form associated to 
qE, and $ denotes symmetric difference. This shows that j is surjective since 
O(q,) is generated by orthogonal transvections and we obtain all such. By 
(21 all pairs of complementary maximal totally singular subspaces are 
conjugate under O(q,). I 
Remark. Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 show in particular that 0(8, 117) acts 
transitively on triples (r, @, Y). Since w= O(q), this transitivity is also a - - 
consequence of the uniqueness of r and the O(q)-conjugacy of pairs (@, Y). 
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Consider the group 
I,= (nCSym(0))7r(q)=q,i= 1,2). 
Using the isomorphism Sym(R) ‘v O(q,), we see that L = GL(3, 2). 
LEMMA 5.5. The group L acts transitively on 0. 
Proof: By Proposition 5.4, there is a permutation rr interchanging ‘8 and 
XZ, so that 
L(n) = L,(2) * 2. 
This group could not be L,(2) x L, (since, for example, C, has no elements 
of order 14), so that 
L(n) = Aut(L,(2)) = PGL(2,7). 
Since PGL(2, 7) has elements of order 8, it acts on R as on :!J’(Fi)r and 
hence also L z L,(7) acts transitively. 1 
Because of Lemma 5.5, we now take 
R=P’(F,)=l~,U{oo}, 
with L acting as L,(7). Set 
Y= (x2(xEk,}, ..I- = n\2, 
2’ = Y\(O}, .k “ = ,.N\{ co }, 
and let p E PGL(2, 7) be p: x L) -x. Note that p(.Y’) = .b“‘. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The spaces g, = (.N + i 1 i E 7,) and ‘gz = ~(‘4) = 
(-J’. - i / i E F,) are the only two L-invariant maximal totally singular 
subspaces of E(R). 
Proof: By [ 14, Chap. 161, gr is maximal totally singular and L-invariant. 
and since p normalizes L, F2 has the same properties. Using the isomorphism 
SwW = O(q,), we see that L stabilizes only two maximal totally singular 
subspaces. (It acts contragrediently on V,/(O) and g2/(fl).) 1 
Remark. To show that %?, and gZ are given by quadratic residue codes 
one could alternatively establish a bijection i between the set of structures of 
IF:‘(1;,) on Q and the set of pairs (%‘, g2) as in Proposition 5.4. Both sets 
have 240 elements, i associates to a structure of F;‘(lI,) the quadratic residue 
codes as above, and i is easily seen to be injective. 
From now on, we may take @ and Y to be defined according to 
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Proposition 5.3 using the codes q of Proposition 5.6. We next define a linear 
automorphism t satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.1, together with the 
condition t* = f. 
Define a linear transformation t of R* by 
t: ei b-b +(2q,-, - eR), iE F,, 1 t:e,b aeR. 
Also, let rj: ei N ei+j i, j E F,. The following propositions use the easily 
verified identities 
e, + 3e,. + 2e.,,, 
zy ey.-q = 2e, + 2eF,. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. We have t@ =I-, t(2T)= @, t* = f and @t E 
W, R>. 
Proof: We first check that t* = 4: 
= & (-6e, + 14e, + 6er,) = + ccc, 
t2e, = t 
( 
f (2e,,.-i - e,) 
1 
= - + e, + +- t(e.,..-i) 
=-+e, +-) 
( 
$e,+ x 
n&4” 
j-(2e,r-.+i-e,) 
1 1 1 
- 2 %-qeflfqTinLk., T e,4... n 
=- te, - Se, + +ri(3e, + 3e, + ei. + e,,-,) = +ei. 
Also, r(2e, + 2e,) = e,H .i E @, t(4e,) = e, E @, and t(e,) = 2e, E @, so 
that t(2r) c 0. Since det t = 2-4, this gives t(2lJ = @ and t# = t22f= IY 
The orthogonality of flf follows from the fact that I(.M - i) n (.A” - j)l = 2 
for all i#jE IF,. I 
The next step is to construct an s as in Section 4. Let s be the linear 
automorphism 
1 s:ei- e..i--eR, iER. 
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PROPOSITION 5.8. We have s E W’, and if we let f = w be the induced 
orthogonal transformation of r, then 
w(X + J) = 2ty + n,tx for x E @, y E !I? 
Proof. First, s is the composition (in either order) of p: e, t-* emi with the 
reflection rpo in the root ie,, . (Note that rCy : ei --+ ei - $e,.) These are 
elements of W of determinant -1, and hence s E W’. We have 
!F = (e-,,--i, -2e, + fe,) 
and we compute 
O(e.N-.+r) = (e-.,fci - e,>- = em.,+ -iv 
7rdtqAr+J = ncp(t2(2e, + 2eCi)-) = 72&, + e-,) 
=7lcp(f?-~--i-e~-i t L-i).‘ =e-.ci7 
w(2e,) = (2e, - fe,)-, 
-i--- 7rrp(t2e,) = n&e,) = (-2e, t te,>- = (2e, - hJ 3 
o(e..J.-i) = (ex., i - e,)- = e.flyci, 
2te -H*r-i= 
( 
fe, t 4 \' - (2eJ-in.1 i --Ed)). 
n EM’ 
= (+e, - $e, t 3e, + r,(eu4.., + 2e,,))- 
= (2e, - 2e, t e,, i)m- = e,/.- i, 
o(-2e, + je,)- = (-2e, t +e, - je,) -- = 2e, 2 
2t(-2e, + fe,)- = (-e<) t 2eJ = 2e,. I 
6. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTIONS FOK Y' 
In this section we identify our construction of P with the standard one 
(cf. [5 I). Using the automorphism a constructed as in Section 4, with s and f 
from Section 5, we also obtain an extra element a* of the Mathieu group 
M,,. This can be used to complement the treatment of M,, in 171. Finally, 
using results of Conway, we show that .O is generated by N and a. 
Let .iL = J2 x ( 1,2,3} and denote subsets of .Y by 
(A,B,C)=A x {l}UBX (Z}UCX (3). 
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Also let qA ,B,cJ = (e, , e, , e,) E IF! 24. Let 
.7 = (ei ( i E Y), 9=(e,*e,ji,jEY). 
Consider g = @ 
* . 
~ c I Hence ,Ej;zb;” + Q2,,. We have %,, + %, CJ smce 
c c,2J + @(,,, + (y/fTl),,,,,. From Proposition 5.3 
we get 
Let 
Then 
Since 
we obtain 
(2ei, 0, 2ei), (2ef f 2ej, 2ef f 2ej, 2, f 2ej) 1 
SE~,,7-E5z2,i,jER). 
~=((S,S,IZI),(S,ld,S),(T,T,T))SE~,,TE~*). 
YVc7=(e,ICEF)+2GJ. 
y/= (YnI, -2e, + {e,,), 
P = (e,, 2G3, -2e,,,,,,,,, + +e,yl C E W 
and we have recovered the standard description ([ 5, 111, etc.) of 2 as well 
as Turyn’s description (cf. [ 141) of the binary Golay code g. 
Let 
N*4= (gE. 01 g(Z)=:T]. 
As is well known (cf. [5]), 
N,, = (cc, ~1 C E q, 7~ E M,,), 
where 
M,, = (n E Sym(,.Y) 1 n(g) = V} 
and .q takes ei to -e, for i E C, ei to ei for i @ C. 
PROPOSITIOX 6.1. We have 
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where 
V = (7~ E Sym(Q) ! IT induces 1 on F,,l(JJ)}. 
(c) u = (E, 1 s E W,) >a v. 
ProoJ By the definition of @? we have 
(CC 1 c E P) = ((Es, cs, l),(Es, l,Es)lSEW,) 
x ((CT, El? c’.) / I-E g*:>. 
Since sS E U and Ed E M, the two direct factors are contained in O,(C) and 
M (123j$ respectively (cf. Proposition 3.2), proving part of (a). The method of 
proof of Proposition 3.2 easily gives (b). Consideration of the isomorphism 
Sym(R) E O(q,) shows that V is elementary abelian of order 8. Since 
(Ed / S E p,) >a V has order 2’ and is contained in U. parts (a) and (c) now 
follow. I 
Following [5 1 we let CI be the permutation interchanging co with 0 and q 
with 3q for q E 2’. Also let /3 = 01” (recall that p: i b -i), so that 
a = (coO)( 13)(26)(45) 
,/I = (coO)( 15)(23)(46) 
LEMMA 6.2. The permutations u and p satisjj the conditions 
PE v, a@) = 2?*, a Litrll = 1. 
Proof: Since /I commutes with x -+ 2x: we need only check the effect on 
.,+‘., .A- + 1, ./r’+ 3. We get (denoting symmetric difference by 4) 
/3(~.N) = 4 = fv i i2, 
,f?(.d”+ l)=p((O,4,6, mj)=N+ 1, 
,!&V+3)=~({1,2:6,co))= (0,3,4,5}=(.n’.+3)/D, 
so /I acts trivially on V,/(Q). Since p: V, + Yz, the properties of a follow 
from those of /?. 1 
Recall the automorphism a from Section 4, based on s and t from 
Section 5. Note that a* = 1. Let 
LEMMA 6.3. The transformation a’+ belongs to M,, and a* ir, = a. 
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a * interchanges (0, q, 0) with (0,0, q) for q E % and a * fixes (0, J”, .H) 
point wise. 
ProoJ We have 
@l(e,) = @(fen) = t($e,) = +e, = fEyea:, 
@f(e,) = c/3(f(2eK - en)) = t(f(2ey - en)) = - ie, = feyeo, 
@t(e,) = fP(t(2e,-, - en)) = r(S(2e,-, - en)) = - +e, = $eyeq, 
@(en) = tP(+(2e.xy-.  el,)) = t(+(2e-, -en)) = $e, = te,e, 
for q E S’, n E .,Y’, using the result of the proof of Lemma 6.2. So 
u*(-G Y, z> = (re,f$Grenx, $0 + z) + GAY -z>, KY + z) - f~A.v - z)) 
= (ax, ;<1 + EZ)Y t 4<1 - EJZ, $(I - 6J.Y + i(l + Ey)Z) 
which easily gives the result. 1 
By abuse of notation, @ shall sometimes refer to the g-element set 0 X (i). 
PROPOSITION 6.4. The group N,, f~ C(+,) has structure 
2” . 24 . A,. 
Proof: Since 2’* = (E, 1 C E %?) is abelian, it is contained in C(E~,)~ so 
we must that the octad stabilizer F = (71 E M,, ( n(fir) = O,} has structure 
24 - A,. (The octuds are the g-element sets in F.) We know that 
F~((72,7r, I),@, l,n),(l.,/1,A),u*InE V,AEL). 
Hence the image of F under 7c w &, contains (V, L, a), which equals A, 
since IA, : VL 1 = 15 implies that VL is maximal in A,. Let y E F such that 
&, = 1, and let p, q E F2. Then there exists S E F, , 1 S! = 4 such that 
{P, 9) c (0, S, 0). Since Y(S, S, 0) must be one of (S, S, 0), (S, S $ Q, 0), 
(S, 0, S), and (S, 0, S $ J2) (these being the only octads containing 
(S, 0,0) besides q), we see that y({ p, q}) is contained in OZ or q. Thus y 
either preserves or interchanges O2 and f13, so that y E N n M,, , and hence 
by Proposition 6.1, y E ((I, n, rr) ) 7c E V) x (r) = 24. (Recall 7 from 
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Section 3.) Since the A, we have found acts nontrivially on the 24 and ]C,I > 
1 GL(4,2)], we have F = 24 e A, (and A, = GL(4,2)). I 
PROPOSITION 6.5. The group Ml4 is generated b-v the elements (x, n, 1). 
(a 1, 7c), (A, A., A), C,, and a* for 7c E V, 1 E L. Moreover, 
IM,,I = 759 . 24 . @31= 2’O . 33 . 5 . 7 . 11 . 23, 
Proof: Since Yc,,,, vc,3j, Lc123j, r, and a* generate F by the previous 
proof, it is enough to show that (M,, n N, a*) is transitive on the octads. It 
is easy to check that M,, n N has three orbits on the octads (recall cr from 
Section 3): 
(qli- 1,2,3}, 
(a’(s,S,0),a’(s,S/~,0)~jE~,SE~,~S~=4~, 
(a’(& i T, S, i T, S, i T) I j E L, Si E q, T E gz, S, i- S, i S, = 0, 
IS,iTI=4,1S2i.TI=IS3/Ti=2) 
(cf. [ 7, p. 271). Then a*(c?;;) = (0,.X, 2) fuses the first and second orbits, 
and 
a*(-Y+ 1,-Y+ 1,0) 
=((a+ l)$(-Ll),(.Sf2)/(-.Y- 1),(2+4)/(--Y- 1)) 
fuses the second and third. We have 
3 + 6 . 14 + 3 . 14. 4. 4 = 759 octads. a 
PROPOSITION 6.6. The group .O is generated by N and a. 
Proof: By Propositions 6.1 and 6.5, 
N,,=(N,,nN,a*). 
But from [ 31, N,, is maximal subgroup of .O, and by Proposition 6.1, N,, 
does not contain N. 1 
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